Abstract-The advantages of distributing workloads and utilizing multiple distributed resources are now well established. The type and degree of heterogeneity of distributed resources is increasing, and thus determining how to distribute the workloads becomes increasingly difficult, in particular with respect to the selection of suitable resources. We formulate and investigate the resource selection problem in a way that it is agnostic of specific task and resource properties, and which is generalizable to range of metrics. Specifically, we developed a model to describe the requirements of tasks and to estimate the cost of running that task on an arbitrary resource using baseline measurements from a reference machine. We integrated our cost model with the Condor matchmaking algorithm to enable resource selection. Experimental validation of our model shows that it provides execution time estimates with 157-171% error on XSEDE resources and 18-31% on OSG resources. We use the task execution cost model to select resources for a bag-oftasks of up to 1024 GROMACS MD simulations across the target resources. Experiments show that using the model's estimates reduces the workload's time-to-completion up to ∼85% when compared to the random distribution of workload across the same resources.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Worldwide Large Hadron Collider Grid (WLCG) was created to support multiple experiments at LHC that collect and distribute hundreds of petabytes of data worldwide to hundreds of computer centers. The WLCG has become one of the prototypical example of utilizing distributed and heterogeneous resources for scientific computing. There are many other large scale experimental and observation facilities-SKA, LSST, DUNE to name just a few-that also require multiple heterogeneous resources, although the number and type of resources varies.
The workloads from these experiments are often expressed as a collection of tasks. Historically, these experiments have placed tasks on different resources using implicit assumptions about resources and task properties. The types of tasks and distributed resources that need to be federated is changing; however, existing customized algorithms and approaches are not easily generalizable, nor extensible.
The availability of multiple distributed resources, often with diverse capabilities, offers the opportunity to improve resource utilization and increase the concurrency of workload execution. The benefits of distributing the execution of a workload across several types of resources has been investigated [1] , [2] , however, a consequence of the increase in the number and types of distributed resources is the resource selection problem. This problem can be formulated as: "The selection of a subset of resources to execute a workload among those available to a user". Resource selection is composed of two questions: one question is of resource viability, which asks "Which resources can be used to execute the given workload?"; the other is of execution affinity, which asks "Which available resources should be used in the execution of the workload?".
The resource viability problem has been addressed by [3] , which provided a general method that uses the requirements of tasks and capabilities of a resource to determine whether a resource can successfully execute the task. The execution affinity problem has been investigated using application benchmarks comprised of a pre-defined suite of applications to provide an understanding on how resources perform [4] . However, further work is required to standardize the process by which performance data is measured, analyzed, reported and interpreted [4] . Workload scheduling algorithms [5] , [6] either implicitly need to solve the execution affinity problem, or require it to be solved. These algorithms need knowledge of the cost of executing each task on each viable resource. Approaches to estimate task execution costs either require information on the task's code structure and hardware architecture, or historical data on the cost of running each task on the possible target resources.
Several studies compare different types of applications and resources, and how different applications can exploit different types of resources [7] - [9] . However, there are no general models for the resource selection problem, or published results benchmarking them compared to a random selection of resources. Thus, not surprisingly, there do not exist quantitative estimates of improvements arising from resource selection as a function of scale (number of tasks and resources), or the degree of heterogeneity. Last but not least, resource selection methods have been tightly integrated with specific software tools, making comparisons across resource selection algorithms intractable.
Against this backdrop and its increasing importance, we investigate the generalized distributed resource selection problem. We focus on a class of problems that have not historically utilized distributed resources: A large fraction of the approximately half a million single core jobs submitted to XSEDE are MD simulations using community codes such as GROMACS, AMBER and CHARMM. These simulations are typically bound to a specific resource at the time of job submission. Assuming resources are fungible, the suitable selection of resources raises the theoretical possibility of reducing the time-to-completion of the tasks and improving the overall throughput of the collective set of XSEDE resources. This requires selecting resources that allow to take advantage of lower queue waiting times while not incurring into a higher execution waiting time, or vice versa. Both scenarios reiterate the importance of resource selection for the collective utilization of distributed computing resources.
In this paper, we formulate and investigate the resource selection problem that is agnostic of specific task and resource properties, and which is generalizable to a range of metrics (such as monetary cost, execution time etc.). Specifically, we propose a task execution cost model which can predict the cost of executing a task on a resource. We incorporate this model into the Condor matchmaking process to distribute workloads across resources. Using our model, we use historical information of the execution times of a singly-threaded GROMACS MD simulation running on a baseline cluster (Amarel) to predict the execution times of the same simulation on the different resources: XSEDE (Bridges, Comet, SuperMIC) and the XSEDE OSG virtual organization (or OSG in short). Our experiments show that our model provides execution time estimates with 157-171% error on XSEDE resources and 18-31% on OSG when we do not consider any information about the instruction-level parallelism the simulation exploits during execution. We use the task execution cost model to select resources for a bag-of-tasks of up to 1024 GROMACS MD simulations across the target resources. Experiments show that using the model's estimates reduces the workload's timeto-completion up to ∼85% when compared to the random distribution of workload across the same resources.
II. RELATED WORK
The resource selection problem has been actively studied by the HTC community. Due to the heterogeneity and transience of the resources composing an HTC DCR, the processed of resource selection used by the HTC community primarily focuses on: (i) standardizing how jobs and resources are described [10] - [14] ; (ii) providing ways to discover the resources available in a HTC DCR [15] , [16] ; and (iii) providing a general method, known as matchmaking, to match jobs with resources that satisfy their requirements [17] . Often, the process of matchmaking is carried out by resource brokers [18] - [21] .
Application benchmarking is most often related to the problem of estimating the performance of an application workload on a given resource of group of resources. Application benchmarks provide insights into how a specific resource performs when executing a predefined application workload. The use of application benchmarks [19] , [22] to express the requirements of a workload has been shown to improve the performance of the matchmaking process. However, given the state-of-the-art, much effort is still required to standardize how to measure, analyze and report benchmark results [4] . Without such a standardization, comparison and interpretation of benchmarks across multiple resources remains difficult.
Work has been done on providing bounds or estimates on the worst-case execution times of an application workload on a given resource [23] - [25] . Given a workload with a set of tasks, deterministic methods for timing analysis analytically derive an upper bound on the execution time of each task, based on hardware specifications and tasks' code structure [23] . Probabilistic timing analysis use both static and measurementbased methods, executing workload's tasks on the hardware of a resource with a predefined set of inputs to estimate the worst-case execution time of the task.
Deterministic and probabilistic timing analyses suffer from limitations related to the amount and accuracy of the information they require, or to the strength of their assumptions. Deterministic methods require detailed knowledge of the resource's hardware and of the task's code structure; probabilistic analyses using static methods assume information on the task's code structure [23] ; and probabilistic analyses using measurementbased methods do not assume any information on software internals, but place strong assumptions on the hardware and on how observations are taken [24] , [26] . Collecting the required information or matching the assumptions made by these methods is challenging if not infeasible when considering selections over multiple production-grade resources.
There have also been efforts to predict task execution time on a resource using least-squares [27] , k-Nearest Neighbors [28] , iverson1996runneural networks [29] maximum likelihood estimation and random forests [30] . These methods require historical information of similar runs to generate predictions, and are considered a convenient way to estimate the cost of executing a task on a resource. However, there is limited availability of extensive and consistent collections of historical data about the execution costs of workloads running on production-grade resources. This reduces the usefulness of these methods for real-life use-cases, especially when considering resource selection among multiple resources.
III. RESOURCE SELECTION
We address the resource selection problem by devising a model to predict the cost of executing a given task on a given resource. We use this prediction, alongside other type of information when available, to choose resources that are more likely to optimize a given metric. In this way, we frame the resource selection problem as follows: Given a set of tasks, a set of resources, and a metric of performance, the resource selection problem consists in selecting the resources that optimize the given metric when executing the given tasks.
The predictions of our model use baseline measurements on a single reference resource and require no information about the structure of the code executed on that resource. We execute each task of a workload application on a resource, collecting data about its performance. On the base of these data, we analytically predict the cost of executing those tasks on an arbitrary resource. In this way, we avoid to execute and measure the performance of the same set of tasks on multiple resources.
We predict the cost of executing a task on a resource without using information about the structure of the task's code and without detailed information about the resource's hardware architecture. In this way, we trade off between simplifying the process of collecting the data required to predict the cost of execution and the accuracy of that prediction. Lack of accuracy is acceptable as far as the model's predictions support effective resource selection for the distributed execution of a given workload over a given set of resources.
A. Cost Model of Task Execution
The key idea of our cost model of task execution is to explicitly define the functionalities which a task uses during its execution. We define a consumable to be the entity that represents a functionality from a resource which a task uses during its execution. We show that we can calculate the cost of executing a task on a resource based on the consumables the task uses to run to completion, and on the cost of using each consumable on a resource.
We formally define task, workload, and resource in terms of consumables, and provide a model to estimate the cost of executing a task. Cost evaluation can be based on multiple units of measurements such as quantity of allocation, currency, or energy. To simplify the construction of our model, we assume: (1) tasks use required consumables independent from the resource that offer them; and (2) the cost of using any consumable offered by a resource is fixed. Here the terms we define from first principles: Consumable: An entity representing a unit of work. A consumable has two properties: (1) type, which determines the kind of work the entity can perform; and (2) form, which specifies the conditions that must be satisfied for the consumable to be used to perform work. Requirement: Amount of a consumable, where the amount is assumed to be fixed. Instruction: Set of tuples, each specifying a certain requirement. Task: Sequence of instructions, executed in the order specified by the sequence. Workload: Set of tasks, where all tasks can run concurrently. Capability: Rate at which a consumable is offered, assumed to be fixed. Resource: Set of tuples, each specifying a certain capability.
Formally, a consumable c is a set {type, f orm}, where type is a single value while f orm is a set of pairs. For any pair in f orm, the first element is an attribute attr that uniquely identifies the pair in f orm; the second element of the pair is a condition cond, expressed as a set of values, that specifies how c can be used. A requirement req is a tuple (c, amt) where c is a consumable and amt > 0 is fixed amount of that consumable. An instruction ins is a set {req 1 , . . . , req n }, where each requirement req n specifies the amount of a consumable required by ins. A task task is a sequence of instructions [ins 1 , . . . , ins n ], where |ins i | is the number of requirements of each instruction ins i .
Let C be the set of m distinct consumables, where each consumable is specified by a requirement of an instruction in task. For each c ∈ C, we calculate the total amount amt c of consumable c required by the instructions in task by taking the sum of the amounts specified by any requirement of any instruction that also specifies c as its consumable. We express amt c as:
where 1 is the indicator function, which equals 1 if the consumable specified by the j-th requirement of the i-th instruction of task is c, and 0 otherwise. We call Eq. 1 the aggregation procedure.
We can now define task task also as a set {req 1 , . . . , req n }, where each requirement req n specifies the total amount of consumable c ∈ C required by the instructions of task. It is important to note that the aggregation procedure discards information on the order (and concurrency) with which the task's instructions can use consumables, but provides a simple representation of a task's requirements. We define a workload W L as a set of tasks {task 1 , . . . , task n }.
We define a capability cap as a set {c, rate}, where c is a consumable and rate > 0 is fixed. rate represents the number of consumables offered per unit of cost (e.g., in terms of time, money, or energy). In this way we establish a relationship between the use of a consumable and the cost of using a consumable. We define a resource res as a set {cap 1 , . . . , cap n }, where each capability cap n offers the use of a unique consumable at a fixed rate.
Assuming that a given task can run on a given resource, we define the cost K of running a task on a resource as the total cost required to sequentially consume the amounts of consumables specified by the task requirements, at the rate offered by the corresponding resource capabilities. The cost of running the task on a resource is expressed sequentially because our model does not consider the order (or concurrency) with which tasks can use consumables, nor our model takes into account the order in which the resource offers consumables.
Formally, let there be a task task = (req 1 , . . . , req n ) and resource res = (cap 1 , . . . , cap n ). Then, K is defined as:
B. Resource Selection Process
We decompose the problem of resource selection in two subproblems: (1) selecting viable resources to execute a given workload; and (2) selecting a subset of these resources that can execute the given workload, optimizing a given metric of performance. We first adapt the Condor matchmaking algorithm to operate in terms of consumables; we call the resulting algorithm the 'adapted matchmaking algorithm' (AMA). We then show that it is possible, but not necessary, for the AMA to select resources based on requirements and capabilities. 1) Resource Viability: To adapt the Condor matchmaking algorithm to operate in terms of consumables, we define the algorithms SAT ISF Y REQ and SAT ISF Y T ASK to determine whether a resource can execute a task. SAT ISF Y REQ (Alg. 1) takes as input a requirement and capability and determines whether the consumable specified by the capability can be used to satisfy the requirement. SAT ISF Y REQ checks whether: (1) the types of consumables of the requirement and capability are the same; (2) for every form attribute in the requirement there is a corresponding form attribute in the capability; and (3) for each form attribute that is in both the requirement and the capability there is a form condition in the capability that is also a form condition in the requirement. Note that the comparison operator used to decide whether two values are equal depends on the data type of the values (e.g., integer, float, string), as discussed in several specifications [10] , [11] . return True SAT ISF Y T ASK (Alg. 2) takes as input a task and resource and checks whether for each requirement of the task there is a capability of the resource that can satisfy the given requirement. SAT ISF Y T ASK uses SAT ISF Y REQ to determine whether a capability can be used to satisfy a requirement. If SAT ISF Y T ASK returns T rue for a given task and resource, then the task can execute on that resource. for all req in task do:
for all cap in res do 5: if SATISFY REQ(req, cap) = True then return True
Given a workload and a set of resources, SAT ISF Y T ASK can determine for each task of the workload whether there is a subset of resources that can execute that task. We call this subset of resources the "viable resources set" of that task. If every task in the workload has a nonempty viable resources set, then the workload can be executed across a subset of the available resources.
2) Execution Affinity: We assume a workload, a set vrs of viable resources {res 1 , . . . , res n } for each task task n of that workload, and a function af f inity which maps a set of input tuples to a set of values (e.g., R): The higher the value, the better res n is for executing task m . Note that for every pair of (res n , task m ), there is only one input tuple that is used to determine the affinity value of that (res n , task m ) pair.
Generally, the input of af f inity does not necessarily include task requirements or a resource capabilities. However, if we want to select resources using only information about task requirements and resource capabilities, we can use Eq. 2 to select resources and provide the task requirements and resource capabilities as input to af f inity.
RES SELECT (Alg. 3) identifies the resource(s) of a set of task's viable resources that gives that highest affinity value. We define the set vrs id = res id 1 , . . . , res id n to be the set of unique IDs of every resource in a task's viable resources set. We also define the task input set T IS = input 1 , . . . , input n , where input i is the input tuple to af f inity associated with res id i . RES SELECT takes as input vrs id, T IS and af f inity, and returns res ∈ vrs id, whose associated input tuple gives the highest affinity value.
Algorithm 3 Determines the resources on which a task input set (T IS) should execute, given the viable set (vrs id) of each task of T IS Require: vrs id = {res id 1 , . . . , res id n };
T IS = {input 1 , . . . , input n }; affinity() Ensure: Resource ID res 1: procedure RES SELECT(res id, TIS, affinity)
best res ← NONE for i from 1 to n do 5: select val = affinity(input i )
6:
if best select val < select val then 7: best select val ← select val 8: best res ← res id i 9:
return best res RES SELECT can be used in conjunction with SAT ISF Y T ASK to determine for every task in a workload: (1) Whether there is a nonempty viable resources set for the given task; (2) Which resource in the viable resources set yields the highest affinity value.
We assume that the user is able to acquire enough resources to execute each task on their best resources, and that each task can execute independently from each other. Since we are also only investigating how to perform resource selection on workloads, we assume that each task runs on the resource that yields the highest affinity value. It should be noted that the problem of resource selection is different from the problem of scheduling tasks on the selected resources. There is a large body of literature on task and workload scheduling [5] , [6] ; a discussion in this direction is beyond the scope of the paper.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We perform two sets of experiments to characterize the accuracy of the model we introduced in Sec. III. The first set characterizes the error of our model when predicting the cost of executing a task on diverse DCRs. We express the cost as the time taken by the task to execute, indicated by T x . The second set of experiments compares the cost of operating resource selection on the basis of our model's predictions to the cost of a random resource selection. We use time-tocompletion T T C of a workload distributed across multiple and heterogeneous DCRs as measure of cost, determined as a function of the T x of all the workload's tasks.
A. Characterization of T x
We designed a set of experiments to characterize the accuracy of our model in predicting the execution time T x of a task on the XSEDE OSG VirtualCluster resource pool (hereafter just OSG), XSEDE HPC machines, and the Rutgers Amarel cluster. In the experiments, we used a task simulating the dynamics of a protein in water (i.e., MD simulation), a task routinely executed on diverse types of machines. We used GROMACS 5.0, compiled with single-precision floatingpoint and SSE4.1 SIMD instructions. Though there are newer versions of GROMACS, this is the version supported by OSG, where we have limited or no control over the software environment. Further, since OSG is primarily designed for looselycoupled, single-threaded jobs, we executed GROMACS simulations with a single thread and a single process on all DCRs.
We used the Amarel cluster as baseline machine, collecting information to predict the T x of a task. Amarel offered rapid access to its resources but we could have used any other machine as baseline. We executed the same task on three XSEDE HPC machines (Bridges, Comet, SuperMIC) and on OSG to test the accuracy of our model's T x predictions. For our experiments, we used the compute nodes of Amarel, and submitted jobs to the RM, compute, and workq queues of, respectively, Bridges, Comet and SuperMIC. Though OSG is a heterogeneous collection of machines, we use the term 'target machines' to mean the XSEDE HPC machines and OSG resource pool.
In our experiments, we focused on computational requirements as GROMACS is a 'compute-heavy' task with limited I/O load in the configuration we used. Accordingly, we defined a compute-type consumable, i.e., a cycle that can only be consumed on CPUs that support the x86 instruction set (x86 in short). According to the definition given in Sec. III, we defined the task of our experiments as a set of one requirement, where the requirement specifies a fixed amount of cycles that need to be consumed on CPUs supporting x86. Similarly, we defined a resource to be a set with one capability representing the clock speed of a CPU that supports x86. 
1) Experimental Setup:
We executed the same MD simulation for 1000, 5000, 10000, 25000, 50000, 75000, and 100000 timesteps. Each MD simulation executed on a node of Amarel and was profiled with perf [31]. We repeated each simulation between 35 and 60 times for each number of timesteps, profiling the number of instructions, cycles, and instructions per cycle (i.e., instruction rate). We also profiled the average clock speed measured during the simulation's execution and measured the simulation execution time (T x ). We used perf to measure the task's execution time T x on the XSEDE HPC machines, but on OSG we used the wall time measurements in the log files of the GROMACS simulations. This is because we have little control over the software environment of OSG resources, and only ∼1.2% of ∼11000 trial runs were able to run both perf and GROMACS.
We used the number of cycles and the instruction rate of the MD simulations profiled on Amarel to predict the number of cycles needed to execute those simulation completely sequentially (i.e., no instruction-level parallelism). We then used this prediction and information about CPU clock speed to predict the T x of MD simulations (i.e., tasks) when executing on the target machines. We compared the number of instructions and cycles used when executing the task on the target machines with those measured when executing the task on Amarel. In this way, we measured the delta between the actual number of cycles used by a task the number of cycles we predicted.
The T x of a task varies depending on the clock frequency at which the resource's processor operates when executing the task. Accordingly, we predict the T x of a task using the base and maximum clock frequencies of the processor of the resource. We denoted these values base and max, and we used T x,base and T x,max to denote predictions of T x made using base and max, respectively.
We used XSEDE documentation and processor specifications to identify base and max of the processors of the XSEDE HPC machines. Since OSG is a pool of heterogeneous resources, we represented base and max as the weighted averages of the base and maximum clock frequencies of the processors offer by the OSG resources. To calculate the weighted averages, we collected information on the processors available in the OSG resource pool at the beginning of the experimental campaign. We denote the average clock frequency measured when executing a task on a resource as avg. Table I shows the values for base, max, avg and the sample standard deviation of avg (given in parentheses), for the target machines.
2) Equations: We account for differences between the predicted and actual execution time (T x ) of a task by showing that the error in our predictions is due to the instruction-level parallelism exploited by the task.
We define #instr as the number of instructions the task executes. Since the only requirement of the task is that it consumes some amount of cycles, we define:
where #cycles, instr rate denote the number of cycles used to execute the instructions and the average number of instructions executing per cycle, respectively. When only one instruction uses a cycle at any point in time, instr rate = 1.
We define pred #cycles, act #cycles as the predicted and actual number of cycles used, respectively. Similarly, we define instr rate pred, instr rate act as the predicted and actual number of instructions executed during the period of a cycle. Since we are comparing the execution of the same task, #instr is fixed.
From Eq. 3:
instr rate act instr rate pred = pred #cycles act #cycles ,
We define p2a cy = pred #cycles act #cycles to be the ratio between the predicted and actual number of cycles used. Since our model assumes that only one instruction uses a cycle, instr rate = 1:
We use Eq. 5 to derive the number of cycles necessary to execute a task sequentially on any resource. We define ε as the percent error between p2a cy and instr rate act to measure how much instruction-level parallelism affects the model's overprediction: ε = |p2a cy − instr rate act| p2a cy × 100 (6) If the overprediction in the number of cycles required is completely due to the instruction-level parallelism, then ε = 0.
3) Experimental Results: We find that for any number of experimental timesteps, the number of instructions required to execute a GROMACS simulation on resources from the XSEDE HPC machine is within ∼3% of that required when using Amarel. However, the number of instructions required to execute a GROMACS simulation using resources from OSG is on average 22-24% more than that when using Amarel. As such, we analyze data from XSEDE HPC DCRs and OSG separately. Fig. 1-5 give a summary of our findings. All values are shown in the figures as averages, along with their sample standard deviation as error bars. Fig. 1 shows the number of cycles required to execute a simulation on Amarel and on the target machines, as well as the predicted number of cycles required to execute the simulation sequentially (derived from Amarel data using Eq. 5). Fig. 2 shows the instruction rate (i.e., the number of instructions executed per cycle) for simulations executed on the target machines, and allows us to predict the number of cycles needed to run the task on those machines. Fig. 3 shows that our model overpredicts the actual number of cycles needed to execute the simulations on XSEDE HPC machines by about 110-125%. This is unsurprising because our model does not take into account the code structure of the GROMACS simulation and the hardware architecture of the the target machines. By calculating p2a cy for each simulation, we find that the average ε for the simulations on each XSEDE HPC is less than 3%. This means that our model overpredicts because we do not consider information that describes the instruction-level parallelism which the code exploits in the hardware. We also see that our model provides more reasonable predictions of the number of cycles needed to execute simulations on OSG. However, this is most likely because we underpredicted the number of instructions required to execute a GROMACS simulation on OSG. Fig. 4 and 5 show that our model overpredicts the task's execution time on XSEDE HPC machines by 157-171% when using base and by 84-111% when using max. It is important to note that using max is more accurate because our model overpredicts the number of cycles required: Using faster clock frequencies masks the error introduced by overprediction. Table I shows that values of avg measured on Bridges and Comet are closer to base than to max. We also find that our model overpredicts the task's execution time on OSG by 7- 18% when using base and underpredicts by 4-14% when using max.
Despite our model's tendency to overpredict a task's T x , we can still use this model to select resource(s) if for a task t and any two resources A and B, both the actual and predicted T x of t executed on A is less than the actual and predicted T x of t executed on B. Fig. 4 shows that our model satisfies the above property when using base to predict T x on the XSEDE HPC machines, but not when using max. When using the max to predict T x , the predicted T x for both Comet and Bridges are the same because the max are the same. However, the actual T x measured on Comet is less than that on Bridges because avg measured frequency on Comet is less than that on Bridges.
When using base to predict T x on XSEDE HPC machines and OSG, we find that our model is inconsistent because the predicted T x on OSG is equal to that on Comet and less than that on Bridges; however, the actual T x on OSG is greater than that on both Comet and Bridges. This is because ∼22-24% more instructions are executed on OSG when running the same task. To enable a more direct comparison, we increased our prediction on the number of cycles on OSG by 22% to account for the additional number of executed instructions. Doing so makes the T x predictions generated using base consistent across HPC machines and OSG.
B. Resource Selection
We performed a set of experiments comparing the cost of performing resource selection on the basis of our model's predictions to the cost of a random resource selection. We expressed the cost of resource selection in terms of timeto-completion of the workload and we executed a bag-oftask workload on XSEDE HPC machines (Bridges, Comet, SuperMIC) and on OSG. Again, we call the XSEDE HPC machines and OSG as the target machines. Each task of the workload consisted of a GROMACS simulation running for 10 5 timesteps as specified in Sec. IV-A. The metric of performance used by the model is the timeto-completion of the task T T C task : resources selected on the base of our model have the smallest predicted T T C task . We define T T C task = T q,task +T x,task , where T q,task and T x,task are the time taken to acquire the resources necessary to execute a task and the time taken to execute the task on the acquired resources, respectively.
Though any measure of cost can be used to decide how to select resources, workload's time-to-completion is one of particular interest to users. We define the time-to-completion of a workload T T C wkd as T q,wkd + T x,wkd , where T q,wkd,act is the amount of time spent acquiring resources and T x,wkd is the amount of time spent executing at least one task. Using T T C wkd allows to measure how selecting resources that minimize the time-to-completion of each task affects the timeto-completion of the entire workload. Since time components of a task's execution time are T q,task and T x,task and no data movement or preprocessing and post processing occurs, T T C wkd only involves T q,wkd and T x,wkd .
1) Experimental Setup:
We executed workloads with 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 tasks across the target machines, repeatedly over the course of a month. Only one distributed execution of the workload occurred at any given time, preventing self-competition for resource acquisition. We used RADICALPilot (RP) [32] to concurrently acquire resources across the target machines and to distribute the execution of the workload across those resources.
We submitted at most one pilot [33] to the local resource manager of any XSEDE HPC machine to acquire the resources (e.g., cores and walltime) necessary to execute the entire workload. Concurrently submitting multiple pilots to the same HPC machine would have created self-competition for resources, requiring further investigation of the effects of pilot sizing on the distributed execution of the workload [34] . On OSG, we submitted only single-core pilots, enough to acquire the number of cores required to execute the entire workload. While it is possible to submit multi-core pilots to OSG, the XSEDE OSG documentation recommends against it.
When acquiring cores from XSEDE HPC machines, their resource managers return the smallest number of nodes with the number of cores requested. If the number of tasks assigned to run on an HPC machine is not a multiple of the number of cores per node, some tasks execute on a node with unused cores. We found that on SuperMIC, the T x of our GROMACS simulations varies up to ∼(19%), depending on whether all the cores of a node are utilized. To control this fluctuation in T x we used additional "padding tasks" to occupy all the cores of each compute node.
We used our cost model of task execution to predict T x,task and therefore derive T T C task . For the values of T x,task , we used the predictions of the execution time of a simulation running on the resources of the target machines derived using base frequencies. Note that we found in Sec. IV-A that a simulation running a fixed number of timesteps performs ∼22-24% more instructions when executed on OSG than when executed on XSEDE HPC machines. Accordingly, we increased the predicted number of cycles required to execute a simulation on OSG by ∼20%.
We used XDMoD [35] to collect historical information about queue waiting times of jobs submitted to the XSEDE HPC machines to derive values for T q,task . Since XDMoD does not provide any historical data on the queue waiting times of jobs submitted to OSG, we used a sample of trial runs for jobs submitted to OSG to calculate T q,task . XDMoD allows us to filter historical data of queue waiting times of jobs based on the queue and machine to which the jobs were submitted, as well as the walltime and the number of cores requested.
We calculated values for the T q,task of a task as the average queue waiting time of jobs submitted to the same queue of the same machine that requested a 'similar' walltime and number of cores within the past 7 days. When filtering data on XDMoD based on requested job walltime or requested number of cores, XDMoD automatically clusters the data points into predefined ranges and limits the granularity with which we filter data. Thus, we consider two jobs to have similar requested job walltime or requested number of cores when the values of the requested job walltime (or number of cores) fall within the same predefined range. We find that for jobs requesting a large number of cores (e.g. 512, 1024 cores), there is often missing data because no jobs of that size were submitted. In this case, we used data points from jobs that were submitted to the same machine and queue.
2) Results: Fig. 6 shows the average T T C wkd , T q,wkd and T x,wkd of the runs we performed over a month. We call the set of runs where the workload was distributed randomly the 'baseline' runs, and the set of runs where the workload was distributed using the cost model the 'model' runs. The error bars denote the sample standard deviation. During the period in which we executed the workload using our model, the target machine selected by our model using T T C task was SuperMIC because values of T q,task and T w,task were consistently lower than those of all the other target machines. Fig. 6a shows that the average T T C wkd measured when distributing a workload across target machine(s) selected either randomly or using our cost model. From Fig. 6a , we see that the average T T C wkd of executing a workload when the workload was distributed using our model is 67-85% lower than when executing the same workload when the workload was distributed randomly. It is important to note that the values of T x,task from the predictions of T x were generated using the base frequencies of the target machines. These predictions overpredicted the actual T x by 157-171% (shown in Fig. 5 ). This shows that even inaccurate predictions of task execution time can be consistently used to select resources that support a lower workload time-to-completion than that obtained with a random resource selection. Fig. 6b shows the average T q,wkd of the baseline and model runs. From Fig. 6b , we see that the average T q,wkd and the sample standard deviation measured by the models runs are smaller than those measured by the baseline runs. This is due to the different queue waiting time across machines and the delay it introduces for task execution. Tasks randomly distributed across multiple machines waiting longer to execute than tasks submitted only to SuperMIC on the base of our model's predictions. Consistently with other predictions and the historical data of XDMoD, during the month of our experimental campaign, SuperMIC's queue waiting time were on average much lower and more stable than that measured on Bridges and Comet. This explains the comparatively smaller average T q,wkd and standard deviation of the model runs.
Note that the T q,wkd measured from the baseline runs is sensitive the the size of the requested resources. Queue waiting time for runs with 512 tasks/cores was consistently longer on Comet and Bridges than on SuperMIC. Further, runs with 128 tasks/cores had consistently much lower queue waiting time on all the three HPC machines. These differences may account for the variations of the sample standard deviation of T q,wkd in the baseline runs. Additional experiments are required to confirm the relationship between the sample standard deviation of T q,wkd and workload size. tions measured by the baseline and model runs. For the model runs, we find that the values of T x,wkd for each workload size are almost identical, and that the sample standard deviation is negligible. Again, this is because all tasks were assigned to execute on SuperMIC. We find that the T x,wkd and larger sample standard deviations are higher measured from the baseline runs are higher than those measured from the model runs. One reason for this is that workloads that are distributed randomly assigned tasks to run on OSG. Tasks running on OSG have a larger execution time than when they run on any other target machine. Since OSG is a collection of resources, the execution time of the task running on an OSG resource can vary.
The second reason is that T x,wkd measures the amount of time where at least one task of the workload is executing. We find that the queue waiting time of pilots are staggered in time. For the baseline runs, it is common to find little or no time overlap between the execution of tasks that have been assigned to run on different DCRs. For the model runs, we make submit only one pilot to SuperMIC to acquire resources to execute the entire workload. When the pilot becomes active, all tasks in the workload execute concurrently. It is important to note this is true because we are considering homogeneous tasks. When considering homogeneous tasks, assigned all tasks to execute on one machine.
V. DISCUSSIONS & CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a model that can predict the cost of executing a task on a resource. The model does not require information like code structure or hardware architecture. Although this limits the accuracy of its predictions, it enables the prediction of task execution times on new target resources using historical data collected on a baseline resource. Currently, the model does not take into account any parallelism which a task exploits during its execution. Extending the model to represent tasks using multithreading or multiprocessing is considered future work.
Experimental results show that the model consistently overpredicts the actual execution time of a GROMACS MD simulation running one thread and process by 157-171%. Nonetheless, the predictions can still be used to determine which resource yields the smallest execution time.
We incorporated the model into the Condor matchmaking algorithm to address the resource selection problem. The Condor matchmaking algorithm is used primarily in resource brokers to determine whether a job can run on a given resource. By adapted the matchmaking algorithm with our model, we can use the algorithm to determine which resource to use to execute a task.
We used task execution cost model and the adapted matchmaking algorithm to distribute a bag-of-task workload of GROMACS MD simulations across both HPC and HTC resources based on the expected time-to-completion of each task of the workload. For workloads of up to 1024 GROMACS simulations, our results show a reduction in the time-tocompletion by 67-85% compared to randomly distributing the workload across the same resources. This shows that inaccurate predictions of execution times can still be used to select resources better than random. Moreover, it is possible to select resources where we have no historical data better than random.
Our results demonstrate the usefulness of our approach on XSEDE, but they are not limited to traditional distributed resource. For example, our resource selection models could be used to select heterogeneous virtual machine "instances" from federated cloud resources and metrics such as (fiscal) costs of instances. These extensions will be useful as the WLCG moves to incorportate cloud resources and spot markets into their mix of resources (HEPCloud [36] ).
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